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About This Content

The seven mile Sheerness Branch line from Sittingbourne to Sheerness carries daily commuters from the mainland of Kent to
the county’s only island, the Isle of Sheppey.

Shuttle services between the two towns run regularly throughout the week, and serve commuters from London in one direction
and the Kent coast from the other. The line opened in 1860 and was electrified in 1959 as part of the Kent Coast electrification
programme. Services on the line are operated by Southeastern and typically two-car Class 466 EMUs form the shuttle services,

which is also included with this route extension.

The Sheerness Branch is an extension to the London-Faversham High Speed route  and requires this route to play.

Scenarios

Two scenarios for the route:

Evening Networker Run

Morning Snow Run

More scenarios are available on Steam Workshop online and in-game. Train Simulator’s Steam Workshop scenarios are free and
easy to download, adding many more hours of exciting gameplay. With scenarios being added daily, why don’t you check it out
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now!

Click here for Steam Workshop scenarios.

Key Features

Seven mile branch line from Sittingbourne to Sheerness-on-Sea

Includes Southeastern Class 466 EMU

Scenarios for the route

Quick Drive compatible

Download size: 165mb
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From the Store Page presentation, and the number and variety of tracks, I expected a semi-serious yet humerous racing game.

It isn't even that. Actually, you'll simply spin and spin and spin and....well, you'll pretty much just spin.

And with zero developer response.

Friends don't let friends buy Calvin Tucker's Farm Animal Racing.. Fun little demo of the real game. Only about 30 min to play
all the way thrught but a fun way to see if the game is right for you and get a little info on the dev. This is a great game for two
dollars, but no more than two dollars.. A very very disappointing game. You often find your way through maps accidentally
through passages you didn't know existed, enemies frequently get stuck in environments and become hard to find, sound fades
in and out, music is boring, frame rate drops are non stop. Overall: 3/10 just don't bother, buy Painkiller:Black Edition or
Painkiller:Overdose instead.. FPS meets MOBA. Game has potential. Needs further improvement though.

6/10. Things i've learned from this game:
- all male zombies must wear a towel to cover their testicles
- zombies will chase you while wearing thong sandals
- female zombies are weaker than male zombies but they have nice,untained♥♥♥♥♥♥anyway-> call Anita Sarkeesian,thanks.
- you can't actually run for more than 4 meters without having a stroke
- whenever you get lost in real life you can find your way by just looking at a wolrld wide map, because FU Google Maps
- all doctors are bald and insane at the same time. And they're German too. Germans are evil.
- a torchlight battery lasts for 15 seconds, much more than an Iphone's battery anyway
- when you want to shoot something with a gun, always aim for the sky. F**k you Pidgey.
- hospitals are made by bathrooms only. Who needs to eat in 2016? We just need to take our daily dump.
- all floors must be soggy and covered in blood, no matter why.

Cheesy sarcasm aside, this is trash. Torchlight or not, you can't see ♥♥♥♥ anyway. Floors all look the same, except the last
one.
Worst aspects of this game?
- plot as deep as an espresso's mug
- full of clichès
- it exists
- a sequel might come to steam. I got a little sick on this one, and aiming a slow projectile from a moving coaster is kinda
difficult. It's worth the money though - it's an inexpensive ride\/game that works if you can stomach it.

Not my favorite VR experience but it's fun, and inexpensive.
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what the fukc i luv it so muj. Am I playing the game or is the game playing me ?. Played most of the lifeline games on mobile
before trying this one on Steam. Originally came to the series after playing "The Wolf Among Us" and the fact Dave Justus was
involved made me interested enough to pick it up on Android.

I'm not 100% sold on the translation from a mobile game, which is a lot easier to leave running and come back to later, to a
desktop game. As a result playtime on steam isn't truly reflective of time spent with the game as a lot of that was leaving it
minimised waiting for the next event.

Def recommend using the fast mode as soon as you unlock it which is a bit of a shame since in the mobile version waiting for
the next response is part of the enjoyment for me.

Story is interesting, decisions can sometimes be difficult at a first glance (we won't mention how many times I got Taylor
killed.)

Certainly worth picking up if you like choose your own adventure type games. If you enjoy it I'd really recommend picking up
some more of the series on mobile.. i have a feeling its going to be short , but i have really enjoyed just bashing the zombies
about ... i have rented movies more expensive then this ... some guy said it was full of glitches haven't come across any yet
myself. 90's Microprose Simulators revamped! Great fun for intermediate PC pilots!. No manual. Useless tutorial. I guess there
could be a strategy game in here somewhere but even some simple documentation to explain the screen, menus and concepts
would be nice. Tired of developers putting out products and telling you to guess how to play, or watch utube videos. Lazy.
Refund.. Too confusing to survive the first small battle of the match consistently. Either less or more FREE customization is
needed
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